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EDITOR’S NOTE

Richmond, Virginia is sort of a Petri dish. Like Chicago, the city burned down and then 
experienced rapid, turn-of-the-century growth, leading to an inescapable, fossilized 
sense of temporal geography. Unlike Chicago, though, Richmond is kind of small, with 
only a few blocks of real downtown to call its own, and therein lies the interest: Every-
thing in the city ends up scrutinized and amorphous. The culture gets bound inside 
of limited geography and starts creeping up the walls. Everything ends up tugging on 
everything else. The whole place feels like an experimental sandbox.

And yet, some of us live here. In honor of that, or at least recognition of that, we decid-
ed to theme this issue In the City. Lining the streets are Michael Lewis’ photographs of 
some of our favorite Richmond murals, some of which would be fitting landmarks for 
handwritten driving directions. Megan Denese Mealor instantly establishes the tone 
with her emphatic, lyrical rabbit hole of a poem, “Latterly.” From there, E.C. Messer 
takes up the mantle with “The Ideal City,” in which an architect and his wife are com-
missioned to enact a series of increasingly radical and unsettling visions.

Peter Leight jumps in next with his workmanlike, enrapturing “Winter of Uncertain-
ty,” a poem that seems to erase your surroundings as you read. Next up, “Decorum,” by 
Stephen C. Middleton muses on grace in a twitchy sound pattern that claims squatter’s 
rights in your mind.

The neon only gets funkier from there. Michael T. Smith’s poem “Disarray,” a jilting, 
unnerving display of the futility of structure cascades into the mythical and apocalyptic 
“This Trail Doesn’t Want Us” by Fred Dale. Mike Breger’s “Propagule” interrupts its own 
speaker in a genuinely novel, code-like maneuver.

Lest we forget that the city is a place to work as well, Clyde Liffey pulls us into the world 
of “Open,” a Kafkaesque corporate satire in which employees are forbidden to wear 
clothes. In “Analog of Healing,” Divya Ramesh metaphorically dissassociates herself 
from her blood by studying the behavior of a mercury thermometer. Concluding the 
issue is “Commerce” by Ann Dernier, a relentless and arresting master class in formal 
intensity.

As always, none of this accurately captures the act of reading the issue. You should go 
ahead and read it. We’re pretty sure you’ll like it.

M.J. Sions
Associate Editor
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LATTERLY
Megan Denese Mealor

My little princess sheath,
cryptic with cunning seams, 
graces the hickory hand-scraped floor
of your blue mosque bedroom
with its bora bora baseboards,
El Greco carnival contortions
adorning shiplap-laced walls.
Ghost Glass Cat quintuplets
carouse in a cisterna coterie,
as a fracas of Ferlinghetti
rumbles on the davenport.
Your subtle malamute
discerns my disturbance
from an Acapulco egg
steeped in moonshine.
The frangible futon
with its brittle duvet
and snarl of buckwheat pillows
prove too surly for two,
as your receding affliction
lazes to lissome languish,
cowboy cursories.
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Throughout the architect’s life, the pursuit of the ideal city has inspired and plagued 
him—excited him in moments of calm and galvanized his efforts in moments of 

sloth. He works at a large wooden drafting table in his light-filled office, the ceiling of 
which is a single round pane of beveled glass. On the table’s generous surface he sketch-
es monument after monument, building after building, each to its own satisfaction but 
none a part of a perfect whole. The room where he works is of his wife’s design; the chair 
in which he sits, she made. She, too, has devoted herself to the pursuit of the ideal city, 
but her interest begins with the simplest objects of everyday use and expands outward, 
while his takes precisely the opposite path.
 From his earliest youth the architect seeks structure. As a child he forms huts 
of mud and sticks on the banks of the creek running behind his house. Standing back, 
he assesses their form and symmetry and finds them lacking. When it rains he watches 
them slide back into the water and sink to the bottom of the creek bed. In high school he 
abandons the structure of space for the structure of sound, dedicating himself exclusive-
ly to music. He learns theory and composition; he becomes proficient on most stringed 
instruments and nearly virtuosic on the harp, the lyre, and the lute. He imagines he has 
forgotten about the construction of buildings and the planning of cities, but still by the 
light of his mind the shadow of the ideal city projects itself onto the back of his skull. In 
desperation he takes to constructing his own musical instruments—it is years before he 
is able to return to his proper calling.
 He spends the better part of a decade in Cremona, Italy repairing and recon-
structing antique musical instruments from crumbling sketches and extant models 
fallen into disrepair. His master is a snowy-white old man scarcely five feet tall whose 

E.C. Messer

THE IDEAL CITY

There is no beauty in cross-section—we take our cities, like our wishes, whole. 
-Cynthia Ozick
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lilting, legato Italian he can scarcely understand. He loves the bow and grain of the 
instruments, especially the bowl-back of the elegant lute, but after six years realizes he 
will never be satisfied creating edifices for sound alone. He stays a seventh year to train a 
replacement before returning home to begin the study of architecture in earnest.
 The architect meets his wife in the architecture school where they are students 
together. She is a slight woman with a shiny black bob that turns immediately and 
shockingly silver in her thirtieth year. She is almost painfully beautiful, with an excess of 
energy that accentuates this beauty. Unlike him, she favors the personal over the mon-
umental, creating intimate structures for individual human lives. Her passion is for the 
implements of the body rather than the implements of society. Although they are at the 
same point in their schooling, he is seven years her senior. 
 For their first date, he invites her to his spare loft apartment for a spectacular 
meal he has prepared himself. In Italy he loved no one, and has forgotten how to go 
about it. They sit at the opposite ends of a long rustic table, and can scarcely hear each 
other speak over the hum of the meal’s consumption. The next time she visits him, she 
brings with her a small drop-leaf table of burled oak which she has built herself. In its 
center she has calligraphed his initials, surrounded by a wreath of perfectly carved oak 
leaves and acorns, with her wood-burning pencil. It is the table at which they still take 
the majority of their meals at home.
 They marry almost immediately and settle into the converted attic of an old man-
sion near the city’s downtown. Once the home of a single wealthy family, the mansion 
is now split into several levels of apartments. The architect’s wife discovers a way to exit 
one of the attic’s large dormer windows and climb all the way down to the alley behind 
the mansion over a series of fire escapes, ending in a few-foot jump to the ground. This 
jump makes the route impractical as an entrance, but ideal as a quick and exciting exit. 
In exchange for this excellent find, the architect conceives a method for moving over the 
rooftops of their neighborhood, also with the use of fire escapes—the kind that swing 
slightly outward. From this vantage point they are able to observe the height and align-
ment of the buildings in their vicinity, and envision a more perfect harmony.
 He takes a job with an upstart but promising firm, and she apprentices herself 
to a manufacturer of custom playhouses and tree forts for the city’s privileged children. 
Her inviting small-scale dining and living room sets, the smart curve of her cottage 
roofs, and the contented sighs of her miniature couches under the weight of little bodies 
do not go unnoticed by her adult patrons. Soon she begins receiving commissions for 
full-scale projects. She brings the same deft balance to her exteriors as her interiors, and 
her homes gain the reputation of being deeply pleasurable places in which to live.
 The architect’s wife develops a habit of collecting broken furniture from the 
sidewalk, fixing it, then replacing it where she found it. She keeps a journal to track the 
proper locations. Their flat is cluttered with orphaned chairs, legless tables, sofas that 
spill the gore of their rotted stuffing onto the attic floor. In her off-hours she weaves can-
ing into broken seats, carefully glues arms and legs back into their sockets, sews patch-
works of scrap upholstery onto cushions filled with fresh new batting. The few pieces 
that are too far gone to be saved she uses for spare parts. In their places, she leaves 
simple notes of thanks, and an apology for being unable to return the missing piece re-
stored.
 On one of these errands, the architect’s wife discovers a drafting table in the alley 
behind an old letterpress print shop that has just gone out of business. The drafting ta-

ble is in perfect repair, large and beautifully worn from years of use. She brings it home 
to her husband, and from then on he works at it exclusively.
 Following a better-than-expected showing on a succession of minor projects, 
the architect’s firm entrusts him with a commission for a high-budget downtown office 
building. He sketches constantly, visiting the intended construction site at all hours. He 
spends hours interviewing the building’s future workers. Many months pass, and the 
bosses of the firm grow concerned. Will the project ever begin? Have they gambled the 
firm’s reputation on a fantasist? When ground is finally broken, the whole city watches 
the building ascend from its foundation. They watch it take shape against the already 
cluttered downtown skyline. The day of its completion is one of celebratory exuberance 
for both the architect and his firm. Its soaring, elegant glass curve rises from the side-
walk to form—depending on the source of critical praise referenced—either an open- or 
a close-parenthesis. The office building makes the architect’s name and secures his repu-
tation.
 The architect and his wife are invited to the Southwestern desert to participate 
in the construction of an “intentional community” contained within one large, efficient 
structure looming over the flat horizon. The beaten yellow sun burns hot against its con-
crete walls. Within this building are common rooms, kitchens, a library, a music room, a 
projection theatre, a gym, as well as a hundred or more podlike cells designed for indi-
vidual use. Orchards and farms are forced into the surrounding parched earth. At night 
the resentful desert winds, unaccustomed to the works of man blocking their path, tear 
at the structure’s half-finished façade and upset the tents of the construction crew.  
 The architect is hired on the strength of his Italian credentials—which he does 
not mention are musical—in addition to the success of his office building. The principle 
architect and creator of the project is an Italian with a face of pocked marble, whose sole 
desire is to bend the will of the stubborn desert and the inhabitants of the community 
to his own. Under the guise of economy and efficiency, he sucks the oxygen out of the 
air with long lectures on communal living and feeds off the enthusiasm of his volunteer 
workforce. The only operator of a non-commercial vehicle in the community, he drives 
for miles into the blinding desert to shoot javelinas. He makes a terrible stew from their 
flesh and decorates the common rooms with their taxidermied heads. Among the wom-
en of his community, he has fathered a handful of children.
 The architect is put to work on the library, whose network of shelves are a mess 
of crisscrossing lines on the principle architect’s hurried and imprecise blueprints. Onto 
this ruled cacophony the architect imposes order, constructing drawer-shelves that pull 
out from the wall to house several rows of the library’s many thousands of volumes. 
The exposed row of books sits spine-out; subsequent rows lie spine-up in their drawers. 
These drawer-shelves line the walls from floor to ceiling. The architect even creates a 
corresponding catalogue system for easy reference. The principle architect is impressed, 
though it is unclear whether he understands the catalogue system nor, indeed, whether 
he has ever borrowed a book from the vast library.
 Meanwhile, the architect’s wife builds anonymous, modular furniture for the 
small private cells of the community’s inhabitants. These personal objects must be 
neutral and interchangeable, their shapes and dimensions determined solely by the 
dimensions of the space into which they must fit. Given no other outlet for creativity, 
she makes the joints of these utilitarian cubes into tiny works of figural art—a snake’s 
head jutting into a chair leg, the tail of a mermaid connecting a bed to its headboard, the 
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claws of a griffin dovetailing into the drawer of a desk. These little flares of individuality 
go largely unseen, and the few who do notice them seem grateful for even the slightest 
variety. Certainly, thinks the architect’s wife, these faunal designs are no more fanciful 
than a line of javelina heads hung in a communal dining hall.
 The source of the project’s funding is seemingly limitless and a mystery to all, 
save its Italian mastermind. Although the work is toilsome and frustrating, after three 
years in the desert the architect and his wife have earned enough money to build their 
own home in their native city. They purchase a large piece of property near the ocean 
and prepare to break ground.
 The architect pitches a camp tent on the empty lot, into which he moves his tools 
and supplies to resume his dearest preoccupation. The ideal city reaches out to him 
from the other side of the drafting table, urging him to grasp it, but still its realization 
eludes him. He can discern its barest outline, but the details float back into the lined and 
scarred wood of the table’s surface before he can capture them on vellum.
 The architect’s wife sets to work designing their house—actually a series of small 
buildings enclosing a magnificent garden. The property already boasts one or two old 
oak trees she leaves intact, but the focal point of the garden is a full-scale box hedge 
labyrinth. At the center of the labyrinth, she places an open-air office where she works in 
fine weather. First-time visitors to the house are generally asked to walk the labyrinth; 
their reaction to this proposal is an excellent indicator of their future relationship with 
the architect and his wife.
 The building that houses their kitchen and dining room retains something of the 
cottage atmosphere of her early career designing playhouses. The architect’s wife objects 
to the kind of cooking that feels like work. The farm table has made its way into the din-
ing room, but the drop-leaf table stays in the kitchen, where they most often eat. The liv-
ing room is set slightly into the ground and made almost entirely of cushions. They are 
overstuffed and warmly colored, like Moroccan poufs. A row of rich purple curtains can 
be pulled to shut out the property’s other buildings. The room in which they sleep has 
a circular door; its interior resembles a cave, or the hollow of a tree. Its corresponding 
bathroom is luminously green and, along with a claw foot tub and stall shower, possess-
es the ability to radiate steam.
 Still musical, the architect practices on a full-sized concert harp every Sunday 
evening. It is housed in its own small music shed, along with a few odd lutes and man-
dolins, near the labyrinth in the garden. Its entrance is a wide set of French doors which 
are left open in temperate weather, so the architect’s wife can hear the music. She takes 
special care with the design of this little music room, carving delicate scrollwork into 
the joinery and screwing instrument hooks into the walls in the shape of swans’ necks. 
The walls themselves she painted a deep, radiant blue—her own chemical formula. The 
single lyre back chair she reproduced from a painting of Antonio Stradivari’s workshop.
 Not long after their home is completed, the architect and his wife travel to the 
frozen North to design and execute a small village of ice and animal skins. The inhabi-
tants of this village are friendly in spite of the cold, and take turns hosting them in their 
current wood-and-tar bungalows. Masses of bear and seal pelt have been treated and 
stored in an underground warehouse. The people want their new village to be like a gla-
cier on the outside, and a blanket within.  
 The architect begins to construct the buildings of ice. It is cold enough in this 
place that the ice will never melt. The locals teach him the best way to compress and 

mold bricks with his gloved hands from the banks of abundant snow. He builds a ma-
chine to speed this work, but it produces a brick inferior to those made by hand. He 
imports a few of his own workers, but they suffer from the cold so he gives them leave 
to return home. The villagers supply him with all the labor he needs; they are already 
accustomed to working in communion.
 The architect builds a soaring city hall of frozen arches. He constructs little round 
houses and larger cylindrical ones with blanketed stairs, according to the sizes of fam-
ilies. He designs a concert hall of glacial columns—the villagers love to sing, and their 
voices reverberate through its heights. This is the only building in which animal skins 
are used sparingly, to preserve the acoustics. Local artists cut and mold ice sculptures 
to line the crystal avenues. The architect is seized by joy as the diamondiferous village 
comes together. 
 Underneath the village a series of tunnels are dug with great difficulty into the 
frozen ground, connecting every building and eliminating the need to go outdoors 
during the coldest months. Each structure has at least two “front doors”—one vertical 
door leading outside, and one, like its mirror image, extending perpendicular from its 
base and opening into the underground tunnel. This network of tunnels is the architect’s 
innovation, and the people of the village are deeply pleased. Little ones run through the 
tunnels screeching with delight, followed by the echoing admonitions of their elders.
 Inside the ice-dwellings, the architect’s wife sews massive pillow-chairs covered 
in strips of snowshoe rabbit fur and stuffed with gull feathers. A connubial bed for the 
newly-married son of the mayor is constructed from the entire skin of a massive polar 
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bear, a sort of city mascot who recently died of old age. She strings up hammocks for 
children in the shape of the seals whose pelts line them. She papers the walls in otter 
hide. Not a scrap is discarded.  
 Upon completion of the new ice-and-fur village, the old wooden bungalows are 
burned. A massive black cloud of greasy smoke ascends to the sky. The riot of this cel-
ebration is drowned in roasted meat, spice cake, and home brew. The people place a 
crown of bear’s teeth upon the architect’s head, a necklace of bear’s teeth around his 
wife’s neck. They are invited to return to the village at any time as honored guests.
 Following this triumph, the architect’s ambition to design the ideal city gathers 
new momentum. He spends hours at his drafting table hacking away at his thoughts 
with ruler and pencil, vellum and board. Under elegant acrylic domes and blinking 
floodlights he creates a city on the ocean floor. On the farthest outskirts of the atmo-
sphere, his floating aerial city is pitched and tossed with the whims of changeable, un-
earthly weather. With his toes wedged into the dirt of the labyrinth, he drafts a plan for a 
city of enormous atria inhabited by a race of sentient trees.
 The architect’s wife kneads her hands into his shoulders. These hands that have 
worked themselves over countless house-walls and articles of furniture are strong and 
lithe, scarcely showing their age. The architect himself has grown cramped and slightly 
smaller from years of crouching over his drafting table, but his wife has kept her agility 
working on her feet. She lacks the patience to sit comfortably in the chairs and couches 
she designs and builds with such passion—when sitting, she balances on the balls of her 
feet with her legs tucked under her, or with one leg folded and the other draped balleti-
cally forward over the opposite knee. This postural transience has arrested her body in 
a state of youthful vigor. She pours her excess energy out over her husband’s shoulders, 

his neck, his thick but tender arms.  
 Late into the night the architect and his wife still make love and sleep deeply. 
Again and again he imagines fantasy cities—a city of giants! a city made of interlocking 
tents! an underground city!—but abandons their specificity for the purity of abstraction. 
He strikes matches under the lip of the drafting table’s surface, then stomps them out on 
the ground. The ideal city is not created but discovered—it is archaeology, not mytholo-
gy. He moves closer and closer to the realization of his goal.

*
 
 The architect removes a long, fat stick of new charcoal from its plastic case. Onto 
the drafting table he clips a blank sheet of vellum—real, organic vellum he buys from 
Italy, from the town of his former musical studies—its surface the waxen, lardy shade of 
tallow. The faunal essence of the vellum melds with arboreal remnants deep in the ta-
ble’s wooden structure. The residue of letter-pressed messages, blocks and trays of text 
laid down upon its surface in its former life at the print shop, linger within its frame—
the system of language leaving its indelible human trace. Locked inside the table’s 
scarred and pocked surface is the design for which the architect has been searching. 
His first broad strokes reveal its faintest outlines. He presses down hard to catch every 
contour in shadowy gray soot. His wife, perched on the edge of her dome chair, absorbs 
the steam from a mug of tea. She stares into the architect’s concentrating eyes, where 
the reflection of a golden shard of light cracks the horizon. As he rubs charcoal across 
vellum, the plan for the ideal city begins to emerge.
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Peter Leight

WINTER OF UNCERTAINTY

Every day the snow falls between us like a curtain, 

just as close to each of us,

we reach out to push it to the side,

and it slips back.

Every day it surprises us, snow in such abundance, like something given to us without our
knowledge,

unable to move toward each other or away,

caking on our skin,

whitening like a kind of colonialism.

We’re not even sure if it snows every day or if we’re close to each other on the other side of the 
snow,

or if there’s something else between us,

as if the uncertainty is a library you browse in until you find something to take out.  

Or is the uncertainty a second dessert?

When we look at each other our eyeballs darken, covered with a knobby layer of frost,

sometimes I think we’re gaining weight, 

not in our bodies, 

but it makes us uncomfortable.  

Every day we shovel the snow to one side to make room

for more snow, 

there’s a chance of snow,

of course there’s a chance,

it’s already cold—

when it’s cold I close my eyes, 

when I close my eyes 

I can’t see anything, 

when I can’t see anything 

it makes me cold.  

I actually think I’ve lost the feeling in my body, 

not the feeling 

but the feeling of feeling,

I don’t know if it’s a good idea.

What if it’s your only idea?

When it’s cold enough,

belly sheet, 
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belly ice, 

we’re not sure what it is, 

what I like about the uncertainty is it’s a cushion that keeps us from collapsing into each other,

sometimes I think it’s easier not to. 

Putting on mittens rather than gloves because of the inner openness, 

snacking on cold cuts 

and iced tea,

shivering like a child with a fever, 

although a fever can be relieved, and in the meantime a river of sympathy pours over you.
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Stephen C. Middleton

DECORUM

There is a grace here
Chaste as it should be

A view without detritus,
Waste product

No flaws

Whilst applauding such decorum
& not wanting to be sordid
I could wish for a hint of mischief

The glitches of which
No record is kept.
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DISARRAY
Michael T. Smith

1
In disarray -- dancing with just one hip                        
I dragged her into imagination,                                     
letting her small mouth catch all of the breaths        
I wanted to self’ly steal for my own                                

2
I dragged her into imagination,                                         
But fell asleep Inside of her instead.                               
I wanted to self’ly steal for my own,                                   
tripping in the valley of my armpit,                                    

3
But fell asleep Inside of her instead.                               
She makes the sound the sun makes when it sets,        
tripping in the valley of my armpit,                                    
While the earth digs in its heels.  I saw her,                      

4
She makes the sound the sun makes when it sets,               
letting her small mouth catch all of the breaths                   
While the earth digs in its heels.  I saw her,                          
In disarray -- dancing with just one hip       

(Pantoum)
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THIS TRAIL DOESN’T WANT US
Fred Dale

  A wave is only a wave when it’s one water
working together—
                             the way each mountain
contains in its strata unbuilt castles. 

                But this wave walking the valley 
is a castle the wind has blown apart 

into blocks of drops 
                     rendering it easier to move—
                                    
waves as long as swarms of hills, 
                                        or bats exploding 
through cave valleys, 

curtains of hungry midges in rest’s repast,

                                      so filled with water 
they become schooners          pushing west.

This trail doesn’t want us, never wanted us. 

                   The raining herds lose interest, 
                                scatter back to nothing,                                     
a feast from the edges.
                             
                               And when I turn to you, 

I see how the hard-cold wind and rain 
            have fit us within its battering body, 

how the hive of the wave houses the king,                                                                     
                                 
                                 killing us step by step.           

A sheep’s worth of sunlight, calling us 
to its heart.
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PROPAGULE
Mike Breger

I liked to look at the bottles
Which we put in the sill
To catch the light,
So they became at once content and container

Transparent like hard water
The green glass cast
Ovoid shadows along the cedar planks
Singing green bottles

As the instruments performed their little rituals
Making their appearances, chiming, stirring
Prolonging a brief moment of wonder
             of evocation

Creeping fronds cut fresh
Close intervals, <snip>
Realizing their closeness and repetition
<snip>
Settle into the little lights of the sill

The cuttings ardently beg,
sad, discouraged, thirsting to root
they will soon drink their mouthful
What I had lost a long time ago    
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W e all expected less privacy when the company moved to an open office plan but 
none of us anticipated the full extent. The remodeling took place last Thanksgiv-

ing weekend. When we returned, relaxed or exhausted, at 8 am the following Monday 
morning we were herded into a large foyer outside our renovated workspace. The head 
of Human Resources told us all to disrobe.
 “But there aren’t any lockers for us to put our things in,” I protested. I heard a few 
hear, hears but the HR Director was prepared.
 “The overhead cameras cover every square inch of this open area. If you lose any-
thing, we’ll review the tapes and recover your items pronto.”
 “This will leave nothing to our imaginations,” one of the newer employees mut-
tered.
 “That should free your imagination for other things, Dick.”
 Phil, a tall well-made man stood naked next to the director. The women were 
impressed by his equipment. “I believe all of our objections have been met,” he said, “I 
suggest we all comply.”
 At last I entered our new office, my laptop bag in front of me.
 “All briefcases and other work accessories should be carried at your side,” one of 
the HR women said, nudging my offending arm.
 When we were all settled at our desks, the HR Director stood on a small dais at 
the front of our new workspace. “Before you begin crunching numbers and answering 
emails and phone calls, we’ll all watch some short films showing the benefits of our new 
arrangement,” he said.
 The first movie showed a department similar to ours. The people interacted 
frankly. Conflicts arose, were escalated appropriately, and resolved, not in everyone’s 
best interests but for the good of the organization. Everyone’s private parts were pix-
elated. The second short contained the now famous big woman segment. A man in a suit 

Clyde Liffey

OPEN
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sat on a chair on a set that could have been used for news talk shows. A tall overweight 
woman walked onto the set, naked and un-pixelated. “I could have worn clothes to this 
interview,” she began. “I have clothes that mask my flaws. I chose not to. I know most 
people would rather not imagine, much less see, me naked. When our company imple-
mented their open office plan, it was difficult at first. In the beginning the men worked 
almost exclusively with the pretty women. I knew I repulsed my coworkers. I’m not 
particularly intelligent, I’m not funny, I love animals but only so much. I tried to lose 
weight, failed. There were days when I cried at my desk. Gradually the novelty of our 
work situation wore off. People, some of them handsome, addressed me directly.” She 
dabbed at her eyes with a tissue. “I worked with my supervisor on a performance im-
provement plan.” She stood up, rotated slowly around. “I know I’ll never be a top flight 
performer,” she said as the camera panned over what seemed like every flaw on her 
body, “but I can still contribute to shareholder value.”
 Almost immediately after her interview concluded another video came on. This 
picture showed us reacting to the first film. I saw myself, neck craned, trying to get a 
closer look.
 The lights came on. The HR director bounded back onto the dais. “The conflicts 
those workers faced in the first movie were real. The participants weren’t actors, they 
were workers just like you. I hope you all notice how disagreements were brought to 
the surface, articulated, and resolved much more expeditiously than they would be in 
a clothed organization. The people in the film had only been working naked for three 
months, yet there was no prurience in any of their interactions. The second flick shows 
that though there may be some bumps in the road, all of you can succeed. The last film, 
of course, showed your reactions to the first.” He pointed to a still of me, eyes popped 
open. “Notice the furtive aggressive hetero gaze.”
 “There’s nothing wrong with being heterosexual,” I said.
 “Of course not,” the director replied. “I commend you for speaking up. You may 
not have done so if you were clothed. Heterosexuality is still dominant in our culture. 
Nonetheless, studies have shown that people who stare the way you do tend to be intol-
erant of people with other persuasions.”
 I started to say something. “Are there any other questions?” the director asked.
 Rachel, another senior employee in the department, asked about the health ben-
efits of working in the buff. She crossed her arms over her flabby chest. I couldn’t see 
her nipples. “People who work nude tend to be healthier than their clothed colleagues. 
They’re more resistant to changes in temperature, germs, and other infections. Their 
savings on dry cleaning costs also contribute to their well-being. I’m jealous. If I didn’t 
work in a public-facing department, I’d work naked too.” 
 Once the question and answer session ended, the director announced that “in the 
interests of full transparency, I will name the candidates for the vacant assistant super-
visor position. As you know, the position will be filled on January 1. We haven’t decided 
if the job will require the employee to wear clothes or not.” He mentioned Phil, Rachel, 
me, and one or two others then, reminding us that HR expected some hurdles as we ad-
justed to our new arrangement, said that he expected everyone in the department to be 
performing at peak efficiency before the new year began.
 I looked at my watch. It was lunchtime. Rachel and I filed out of the office togeth-
er for we were long time lunch mates. “Are you working late tonight?” she asked me.
 “I’ll have to. HR dreams up these schemes but the work doesn’t go away.” She 

didn’t say anything. I realized the cameras were on me. My chances for a promotion 
were shot.
 Rachel seemed despondent at lunch. I asked her afterwards – it was about eight 
o’clock; she had to work late too – if anything was wrong. “I’m upset that I won’t get the 
promotion. I had no idea that Phil applied. Of course, if you had gotten the job (I expect-
ed you to apply), I’d be happy for you, but management loves Phil – even more now that 
he’s publicly embracing this whole nudity fad.”
 Phil slapped me on the back as I sat at my desk next morning, stood with his tool 
practically in my face. We had a project to collaborate on, I had to put aside my distaste 
for his showmanship and contribute my part. In an off-camera conference room, he 
offered to coach me to restrain my staring. “It’s OK,” I said, “I think I can manage.” I 
expected to get fired that first week but found it was easier to look at the women normal-
ly after a few days. Of course the pretty young women received a lot of attention at first, 
but after everyone determined what of their assets were as advertised and what weren’t, 
they were treated, if anything, more fairly than before. In the end I suppose everyone 
was grateful just to have a job.
 On the morning of the day Hanukkah was to start, management announced that 
Phil received the promotion to Assistant Supervisor, Clothed.
 “Not clothing optional,” one of the women complained.
 “Sorry dear,” Phil said. “I’ll enjoy my last few weeks of bareness. I assure you that 
I’ll work to spread our brand of transparency to the higher ups. One of the difficulties 
in fast follower organizations like ours is that sometimes we have to wait for society to 
catch up.”
 The holidays came and went. We all dressed for the holiday dinner which was at a 
public restaurant.
 The post-holiday doldrums came and went too. The transition was declared a 
success. HR people stopped checking in on us, though they continued to bombard us 
with perky emails. One mid-morning in March I was looking at snapshots of one of their 
mid-level workers on her Caribbean vacation. Like most of her colleagues she liked to 
display cleavage. I must have been staring at her straining against her straps when a 
co-worker, another failed candidate for the assistant supervisor position strolled over. 
“It’s curious,” he said, “that you stare at a two dimensional image like that when there’s 
so much unsupported abundance around you.” We both knew I was supposed to chal-
lenge him, we’d all taken the same training. He stood there until he realized I wasn’t 
going to react then tapped my oversized monitor with the bottom of his wedding ring 
and walked away.
 “HR sends their peppy messages to the entire company,” Phil, my boss, told me 
next day. “I can’t get them to change the content of their communications.” He leaned 
back in his chair, pulled at the collar of his dress shirt. “If it makes you feel any better, 
there are other men here who stare at the HR photos. One or some of the women com-
plained that HR distributes soft-core porn. As I said, I can’t change them.” He stood up, 
twisting his thick wrestler’s neck to and fro, reached for a filing cabinet. “What I can do 
is work on an action plan with you.”
 My work, though otherwise decent, never aligned to Phil’s action plan. The sum-
mer came. I didn’t plan a vacation because I anticipated being fired. The department 
summer outing fell on a Thursday in mid-August. No one ogled us as we crossed the 
parking lot to board the buses. We were driven to a clothing optional section of a near-
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by forest. The HR director climbed a makeshift dais. He was flanked by two curvaceous 
assistants. “First, I must tell you to stay within this section of the park. Remember that 
not everyone is as enlightened as we are. Anyone cited for indecent exposure will be 
terminated. I should not have to remind you to drink in moderation. We will administer 
breathalyzer tests as you leave the bus. Anyone whose blood alcohol level is over the lim-
it will be given rides home by our preferred service. The cost will be deducted from your 
pay. We will celebrate your department’s successes by building a bonfire at dusk. We’ve 
divided the department into teams to gather kindling for the fire.” He then read off the 
names of the team captains, that is, the candidates for the assistant supervisor’s posi-
tion. Phil’s name was read last. He leaped onto the stage as the director was completing 
his speech.
 He took off his loafers, polo shirt, and designer shorts. The HR women gathered 
and folded his things for safekeeping. “I’ll lead my team naked so that we don’t have any 
unfair advantages,” he said. “I also want to give everyone in the department something 
to aspire to.” Many of the women and some of the men cheered. “Every member of the 
winning crew will win corporate swag,” he continued. “I’ll review team strategies with 
the leads next week. Your plans and your people’s execution of them will be key compo-
nents of your quarterly evaluations. We’ll all take fifteen minutes to meet before the gun 
goes off.” He jumped off the stage, landing like a gymnast, and led his fellows, all in their 
mid-twenties or early thirties to a nearby tree.
 My squad didn’t have anyone under forty. I saw Phil handing out trail maps and 
assigning sectors to his people. “Where would I wear a company polo?” one of my men 
asked. 

“You could use it to wipe your—” 
 “Have your people keep their language clean,” the HR Director warned me. “We 
won’t tolerate any obscenity or anti-company language here.”
 A horn blew. The teams dispersed. Everyone in my crew agreed to appear to toe 
the company line till they were out of eyeshot.
 A half hour later I was alone and lost in the woods. I knew I had to go uphill to get 
to the campsite, I couldn’t bring myself to do it till I had some kindling. I wandered fur-
ther downhill wondering what my next phase would be. I came upon a pond, more pre-
cisely a pool of stagnant water. The shore was sandy. I sat on a log, felt the wood prick 
my skin. I must have been near a border of our section for I saw some families, complete 
with small children, barbecuing about fifty yards away. Rachel approached carrying a 
small bundle of sticks.
 “I see you didn’t get much either,” she said, sitting next to me.
 “Sometimes I think—”
 She put a finger to my lips. We sat there while the dragonflies quietly whirred, 
the cameras silently whirred, we were in the woods, not the Garden of Eden. She put her 
arm around my far shoulder, pressed herself against me, I noticed the gray in her hair, 
the wrinkles round her eyes, they made her more appealing to me, things I didn’t notice 
in the days when we wore clothes.
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ANALOG OF HEALING
Divya Ramesh

I have never broken a mercury thermometer. 
I imagine that silver like string,
how it slims until one cannot see it, 
becomes stretched in the silence, 
of warming glass;
unknown first that glass, too,
can spill like stream off a stick.

There is no cold. Only a loss of heat
that creates hardness, or hull, 
Temper stretched is temperature, 
to cool the summer’s swelter, 
there is snow later in the year,
white, like my splinted bone
that only hurts sometimes, now. 
stretch the leg to set it, after six months, 
for blood to flow where flesh was swollen 

Those who have broken 
thermometers with a slip, 
say it surprises them, 
how quicksilver clots.
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Ann Dernier

COMMERCE

  tree trimmers have tied the weakened branches 
of the white-skinned eucalyptus by the wrists.

   the base of the tree littered with the split-skin 
 bark scrolls               like suicide notes.
  
from the basket of the cherry picker, the foreman yells down to the rope man;
       pull again before I say, and I’ll fire your ass.

      a branch crashes next to Joe’s truck;
   (spiral notebook on the dash says, read this first.)

    the man in the driveway              at the end of his rope    
stares up.

the medical examiner inside Joe’s trailer
     turns Joe’s body        the body of your brother

          turns his wrists turns his hips turns his head turns him by his belt

 ties his body to the gurney       covers it              with the red blanket
   that you touch and touch and touch   touch and

                                                     the smooth eucalyptus sway in the afternoon sun
   its August   again August     another         another             August.    

          the trees inverted legs,             
        white against Arizona’s sky— starry and decoded.

the saw’s blare breaks 
    the spell          of black and white police cars.

            another branch crashes and 
you move     your brother’s car.

  neighbors find reasons to be           on their front stoops.
 mosquitos draw blood from your legs      again       and again.
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